The relationship between object level intuitionistic fuzzy sets and predicate based intuitionistic fuzzy sets is explored. Mass assignment uses a process called semantic unification to evaluate the degree to which one set supports another, the inverse function is semantic separation. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets are mapped onto a mass assignment framework and the semantic unification operator is generalised to support both mass assignment and intuitionistic fuzzy sets, as is semantic separation. Transfer of inconsistent and contradictory evidence are also dealt with.
I. Introduction
T HE correspondence between the representation of fuzziness in intuitionistic fuzzy sets, Atanassov (1; 2; 3) and that used in mass assignment (4) is used to explore the generalisation of semantic unification and separation used in mass assignment and introduce them to intuitionistic fuzzy sets. It begin by using the semantic unification and separation operators developed by Patching (5) and Hinde (6) . This research concentrated on the inconsistency that arises from evidence that removes all possibilities and how to deal with that inconsistency. Later work by Hinde (7) explored the effect of incorporating a measure of contradiction into the framework of intuitionistic fuzzy sets. Subsequently a more thorough analysis (8) related intuitionistic fuzzy sets to mass assignment. Subsequently in Hinde (9) this was extended and refined, defining the operations of both ∩ and ∧, which indirectly defined ∪ and ∨. This paper provided a more thorough treatment of contradiction than was given in (8) .
A. Overview
Intuitionistic fuzzy set theory is briefly introduced although the qualitative nature of the evidence resulting in the membership and non-membership values is omitted as it may be found in other papers (8; 9) . Mass assignment is extended to map Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets and Mass assignment (8) . The background to Semantic Unification is briefly introduced and then using the parallels in (8; 9) Semantic Unification is explored introducing a new method of calculating the non-membership values. Semantic Separation is the inverse function is given a similar treatment. The versions used are drawn from (5; 6) which extend the operations defined in (4) .
B. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets
Intuitionistic fuzzy set theory was introduced by the seminal work of Atanassov (1) , and are a generalisation of the classic fuzzy sets using a measure of membership and a measure of non-membership. The definition of an intuitionistic L-fuzzy set (ILFS) A * over a universe of discourse U is:
Following the notation of Atanassov, Hinde (7) defined inconsistent intuitionistic fuzzy sets, IIFS.
subject to
Inconsistent Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets are able to represent a lack of knowledge that arises from a variety of circumstances. Hinde (7) explored some of these.
Subsequently (8) this was mapped across to a mass assignment representation where an element of mass, defined in (4) as a scalar, was extended to be a triple. The triple vector of mass allowed the representation of a membership value, a non-membership value and a value for the contradiction (8) brought about by evidence, from the same source, for membership and non-membership.
II. Relationship to Mass assignment
An exploration of the relationship to mass assignment is given in (8) . The main contribution which shall be used here is the representation of mass as a triple:
This allows several possible denotations of contradiction, as enumerated below: 1) m A ({}) = (δ, 0, 0)
• contradiction arising from the membership curve, where all possibilities have been eliminated. 2) m A (U) = (0, δ, 0)
• contradiction arising from the non-membership curve, stating that all members of the support set have evidence for non-membership.
3) m A (X) = (0, 0, δ)
• contradiction arising from contradictory evidence about the subset X where the evidence is for membership and also non-membership. Selection functions are needed to extract sub masses so the equations can be sensibly expressed, see Equation 4 .
The notation here has used the quantities μ, ν and ι as projection operators to extract the values μ, ν and ι from the mass triples. Although this is overloading we believe this is better as it is clear what they are extracting.
III. Votes for and against
Fuzzy sets can be built up using a voting model, (10) giving a membership curve, and similarly a non-membership curve, and potentially contradictory votes. These are counted in the triple mass assignment. Once all votes have been cast we should be in a position to calculate the contradiction, and also the ignorance. However, without knowing whether a vote has been cast twice or not at all it would not be possible to determine which was cast. Figure 1 shows the membership and non-membership curve for the assignment shown in Equation 5 . Showing the four curves, the membership curve, the nonmembership curve, the corresponding possibility curve arising from it and the contradiction curve; all arising from the mass assignment in Equation 5 .
cannot be assigned to membership so the possibility curve would be as shown in Equation 11
It is now relatively straightforward to calculate two types of ignorance. There is the ignorance that exists as a result of no votes being cast, where the mass is all held in the set of support for both the membership curve and the possibility curve derived from the non-membership curve. There is the value of π that is the difference between the membership curve and the complement of the non-membership curve. Calculating values of μ, ν and π for the 3 elements results in:
These values are constrained by Equations 12.
IV. Inconsistent and contradictory evidence.
One sort of inconsistency has already been dealt with, that which arises from assignment of mass to the empty set {}. Typically the non-membership curve, when expressed as a mass assignment, has mass assigned to the empty set if the possibility curve is to have mass assigned to ignorance.
So the non-membership curve starts off with all the mass assigned to {} and moves it upwards. As this is complemented it serves to produce a possibility curve. Inconsistency is mass assigned to U in the non-membership curve and corresponds to mass assigned to {} in the membership curve. Contradiction is mass assigned to both the membership curve and the non-membership curve. Cubillo (11) measures self contradiction in Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets but does not consider that contradiction may arise before the set is complete. So the applicable constraint is now as shown in Equation 13. In Cubillo's terms a nonzero value of ι A (x), contradiction, would imply a zero value of π A (x), hesitation; here we allow all four values to be non-zero.
A. Contradiction examples.
We now illustrate some mass assignment examples following our definition of contradiction given above and also in (7) with the corresponding belief and possibility curves that arise.
1) Inconsistent due to contradiction between types of evidence.:
The masses here have a contradiction between the membership and the non-membership curve arising from votes for membership and votes for non membership from the same event; the example illustrated is taken from Equation 5. The mass assignment for the membership curve is given in Equation 14, which sums to 0.9.
It is tempting to make the sum of the mass elements total 1.0 by either adding a mass of 0.1 to {} or {a, b, c}; but that does not represent where the votes have gone correctly. The non-membership mass assignment in this case could be as given in Equation 15.
Let the balance be due to contradictory votes for membership and non-membership concerning the set {a}. So there is contradictory evidence about the membership and non-membership curve for {a}. Furthermore there is ignorance about the remaining votes for membership and nonmembership curves as there is mass assigned to the set {a, b, c} or ( U) corresponding to uncast votes. There is inconsistency in that some votes have eliminated all options and so there is also mass assigned to {}. There are also votes cast for the non-membership curve that all possible elements have had positive evidence for their falsity. All votes are accounted for, some have not been cast, some are inconsistent and some have been cast twice.
Equation 5 has mass assigned to contradiction associated with the set {a}, but if contradictory votes have been cast then perhaps there should be mass assigned to the contradictory part of the complementary set {b, c}? However, what this states is that there have been contradictory votes cast about the set {a}.
Equation 5 has most aspects that we are interested in, the relevant curves are shown in Figure 1 . We can extract all the relevant data from this to produce the normal, but inconsistent, fuzzy set: That the mass assignment triple is a true generalisation is easily shown by the following mass assignment triple in Equation 16 . All the curves in Figure 1 , and the corresponding assignments above are unchanged but the entries for {}, {b} and {c} have changed. The operations on the new mass measure follow the operations defined in (7), the tabular form as defined in (4) is applied to the quantities μ A (x) and μ A (x) + ι A (x) together with the corresponding quantities derived from ν A (x). So the contradiction is propagated through the reasoning system accordingly. The mass triples cannot be derived in a single  table but membership calculations require a table to perform  the operations without contradiction, and another table to perform the operations including contradiction; similarly for non-membership. After collecting the resultant masses together the contradiction is calculated by subtracting the mass results without contradiction from those with contradiction and taking the maximum contradiction values for each mass block. This follows the operations defined in (7), which describes the necessary technology to perform the usual set theoretic operations. This paper moves the formalism forward.
C. Semantic Unification.
Semantic unification requires the definition of the semantic unification values to obtain the membership values, but also requires a commensurate operation to be defined to obtain the non-membership values. Given that the mass assignment triple has projection operators we need a further set of projection operators to extract complete single valued mass assignments over the universe of discourse from complete mass assignment sets over the triples. Again we overload the operators.
In order to correctly project the masses of the two sets A and B we need to form 4 mass assignment operations. The Unification operation on the memberships is the usual mass assignment operation performed on the respective sets of single membership mass assignments extracted from the sets of triple mass assignments, before analysing the supplementary operation we continue with the necessary definitions. Let the function SUP construct the supremum of two sets of mass assignments, define the operations:
| denote the operation of semantic unification | μ denote the operation of semantic unification delivering the memberships | μι denote the operation of semantic unification delivering the memberships including contradiction | ¬νι denote the operation of semantic unification delivering the non-memberships including contradiction based on the complements of the non-memberships and others similarly we then get:
Other quantities are defined similarly. We can then form the mass assignment triples of the combination from these assignments. The set defined by μ(M (A | B) ) contains the membership values, ν(M (A |  B) ) the non-membership values and ι(M (A | B) ) the contradictory evidence. Note that the contradictory evidence cannot be calculated from the sets, but is obtained from the individual mass assignments projected down. The operation | ν is the one that required discussion. The operation | μ is identical to the one that would be used in mass assignment and could be any one of the operators defined in (4; 5; 6), depending upon application and requirements. (5; 6) both deal with inconsistency, however (5) transfers the inconsistency into the reasoning system. (6) transfers a statement about inconsistency into the reasoning system. This paper's approach transfers contradiction into the reasoning system. The operator used in (5) is shown in Figure 2 . Fig. 2 . Showing the tableau for the semantic unification operator.
1) Transfer of the non-membership values:
Intersection is a t-norm with union the corresponding s-norm and so we can use union (1) to combine the non-membership values while performing an intersection, and vice versa. Semantic unification does not have a complementary operation and so we have to consider how the operation can be used to perform correctly on the non-membership values. The non-memberships are based on necessary evidence so the complement of this will be possibilities. This possibility curve is amenable to semantic unification, if the result of this is then complemented the result will be the new nonmemberships. If the semantic unification operator used on unit mass assignments is defined as | then Equation 19 defines some of the necessary relationships.
Semantic separation, or abduction, requires the definition of the semantic separation values to obtain the membership values, but also requires a commensurate operation to be defined to obtain the non-membership values, as in Semantic unification.
In order to correctly project the masses of the two sets A and B we need to form 4 mass assignment operations. The Unification operation on the memberships is the usual mass assignment operation performed on the respective sets of single membership mass assignments extracted from the sets of triple mass assignments, before analysing the supplementary operation we continue with the necessary definitions. Let the function SUP construct the supremum of two sets of mass assignments, let the operations: ↑ denote the operation of semantic separation ↑ μ denote the operation of semantic separation delivering the memberships ↑ μι denote the operation of semantic separation delivering the memberships including contradiction ↑ ¬ν denote the operation of semantic separation delivering the possibilities based on the complements of the non-memberships and others similarly we then get: (M(A ↑ B) ), νι (M (A ↑ B))) and others similarly.
The mass assignment triples of the combination are formed from these assignments. The operation ↑ μ is identical to the one that would be used in mass assignment and could be any one of the operators defined in (4; 5; 6), depending upon application and requirements. (5; 6) both deal with inconsistency, however (5) transfers the inconsistency into the reasoning system. Hinde (6) transfers a statement about inconsistency into the reasoning system, this paper uses the simpler definition of separation, Figure 3 . Fig. 3 . Showing the tableau for the semantic separation operator.
Semantic separation does not have a complementary operation either and so we have the same problem and can employ the same solution. Define the semantic separation operator used on unit mass assignments as ↑, and others similarly.
The examples section will illustrate the operations of semantic unification and separation.
A. Semantic Unification
Starting with the mass assignment in Equation 5 we evaluate how well this unifies or supports the mass assignment in Equation 21. The unification of the membership mass assignments is shown in Figure 4 . VI. Conclusions Non-membership values are usually computed using an s-norm if the main operator was a t-norm, and vice versa, however semantic unification and separation do not have a corresponding operator and so the possibility curve derived from the non-memberships was used, resulting in possibility values for the result which then gives the non-membership values. Semantic unification and separation have been introduced to Intuitionistic fuzzy Sets with a new method for computing the non-membership curves.
